Get WET!
Home Water Lessons

Name: ____________________________________

A Drop in the Bucket
Summary
In this lesson you will estimate and calculate the percentage of available fresh water on Earth to
understand that water must be used and managed carefully.

Digital Option
This activity is available as a digital lesson on your computer, tablet or smartphone. You may choose to
do the activity digitally if you prefer, but check with your teacher first. Scan the QR code below with
your smartphone camera to access the digital version or go to https://lessons.projectwet.org/drop-inthe-bucket/.

Pre-Activity Questions:
1. What is potable water? Define it below or take your best guess.

2. What activities do you use clean water for every day? List activities below.
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Background information
Potable water is water that is safe to drink. Many people call potable water freshwater. In the U.S. we
often use potable water for all of our clean water needs. Freshwater is technically water with less than
0.5 parts per thousand dissolved salts. However, freshwater is what we use to make potable water and
for our clean water needs.
Earth is called the blue planet because the majority of it (71%) is covered
in water. You will now explore how much freshwater is available to us to
use for our needs.
3. How much of the water on Earth is available for our daily needs?
Color in the portion of the square below that you think is the
amount of freshwater available for us to use out of all of the
water on Earth. (Note: there are 100 squares and the entire
square is 100%.)

Materials
Please gather these materials before starting.

Activity
•
•
•
•

1 cup liquid measuring cup with one cup of water
1 teaspoon and 1/4 teaspoon measuring spoons
1 tablespoon
Student Pages Water Calculations and What’s in a Drop?
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Procedure
Activity
1. If you haven’t already, fill your measuring cup to one cup
(or 8 oz of water). This cup represents 100% of all water
on Earth. Where is most of this water found?
2. If you look at the picture of the Earth on the previous
page you will notice that most of the water on Earth is in
the ocean. In fact, 97% of water is in the ocean. Calculate
the amount of water in the cup that is ocean water. Show
your work on the student page Water Calculations then
enter the answer below.

Ocean water:____________oz.
3. If 97% of water on Earth is in the ocean, then the remaining 3% of water on Earth is freshwater.
How much of the 8 oz is freshwater (not ocean water)? Show your calculations on the Water
Calculations page and enter your answer below.

Freshwater: ____________oz
4. For the purposes of this activity you will round to the closest quarter or 0.25. We must now
convert ounces to teaspoons in order to move forward in the calculation.
1 oz = 6 teaspoons.
How much does 0.25 ounces equal in teaspoons? Do the calculations on your student page,
Water Calculations.
5. What was your answer?

Try This!
8 oz = 1 cup of water
1oz = 6 teaspoons of water
0.25 oz x 6 tsp = ________ teaspoons
1oz
Did you get 1.5 teaspoons?
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6. Take out 1.5 teaspoons of water from the cup and put in a tablespoon. Set the remaining
7.75 ounces of water aside. This is ocean water and is not potable.
7. Unfortunately, not all of the 3% of freshwater on Earth is available for human
use. Why do you think that is? Where is the majority of freshwater located?
8. If you thought that most of Earth’s freshwater is frozen, you were correct! 80% of freshwater is
frozen in glaciers and ice. Therefore only 20% is non-frozen freshwater.
9. What amount of the remaining 1.5 teaspoons of water is non-frozen freshwater? Do the
calculations on the Water Calculation page and enter the answer below.
Non-frozen freshwater:___________ teaspoons
10. Again, we will round to the nearest quarter of a teaspoon to finish the calculations.
Remove 1/4 of a teaspoon from the 1.5 teaspoons that represent freshwater. Set aside
the remaining 1.25 teaspoons. This represents frozen freshwater and cannot be used.
11. Can you estimate what percentage the amount of non-frozen freshwater is?

Try this calculation!
8 oz = 1 cup of water
1oz = 6 teaspoons of water
Answer A: 8 oz = ____________ teaspoons
0.3 tsps x 100% = ______________ %
A
12. Unfortunately, not all non-frozen freshwater is available due to it being so deep underground that
we can’t easily access it or being too polluted to use. Only 0.5% of the remaining 1/4 of a teaspoon
is accessible to us. Dip your finger or a pencil in the water and remove one drop. Let this drop fall on
the table, in a cup or on a plate. This represents the amount of water on Earth available for human
needs.
13. Calculate the percent of water available to us out of all of Earth’s water on the student page Water
Calculations.

14.

Let’s Review!
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1 cup (100%) = all of the
water on Earth

Name: ____________________________________

1.5 teaspoons (3%) =
freshwater

¼ teaspoon (0.6%) =
non-frozen freshwater

1 drop = available
water (0.003%)

15.

Don’t Panic!
Although 0.003% of water on Earth seems little, thankfully, there will always be 0.003% of water
available because water is renewed through the water cycle.
Water moves throughout different places on Earth, including through humans and animals, but never
disappears.

16. Complete the student page What’s in a Drop?
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Water and Population
1. The total amount of water on Earth is an estimated 1,400 x 10^(20) liters. This is an impossible
number to comprehend. It is the number 1,400 with 20 more zeros behind it! Write that
number here by adding 20 more zeros below:

140,0
2. As the world’s population grows and the amount of water available stays constant, what
happens to the amount of water available per person? Circle the best answer.
More water per person
Less Water per person
It will stay the same

3. No need to panic! There is still plenty of water available. We just need to remember to protect
and conserve the clean water we have. Pick the ways you will help to conserve water for
everyone. Add your own if they are not listed.
Turn off the faucet while brushing teeth
Take shorter showers
Turn off the faucet while lathering hands with soap (before rinsing)
Washing full loads of laundry and dishes.
Other ideas:
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Glossary
Freshwater: Water with less than 0.5 parts per thousand dissolved salts.
Glacier: A large body of collected snow and ice formed over many years that slowly moves through a
valley or down a mountain.
Potable: Suitable or safe for drinking.
Renewable Resource: A resource that can be used over again in its current form such as air and water.
Saltwater: Water that contains a relatively high percentage (over 0.5 parts per thousand) of salt
minerals.
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A Drop in the Bucket
Water Calculations
Amount of Water representing 100% of water in Earth ____________
1 cup = 8 ounces (oz)

Ocean Water: ____________ oz x 97% = ____________ oz
(100% of water on Earth)

Freshwater on Earth: ____________ oz x 3% = ____________ oz
(100% of water on Earth)

or
Freshwater on Earth: ____________ oz - ____________ oz = ____________oz
(100% of water on Earth)

(Ocean water)

Round to the closest quarter ounce (or 0.25 ounce): ____________
Convert freshwater on Earth to teaspoons. 1 oz = 6 teaspoons (tsp)
Fresh water on Earth = __________oz (rounded) = __________ tsp
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Water Calculations

Name__________________________

Non-frozen freshwater: _____________ tsp x 20% = __________ tsp
(freshwater)

What percentage of the Earth’s water is non-frozen freshwater? Show your calculations below.

Available freshwater:

8 oz

= ___________ tsp x 0.003% = ______________ tsp

(All water on Earth)
Hint: 1 oz = 6 teaspoons
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Name: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Date: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Water Availability Table
Quantity to be divided among people on Earth

Amount Available
liters/person

% of total
water

All the water on Earth

186.7 billion

100%

Only the fresh water (calculate 3% of the amount available)

3%

Only the non-frozen fresh water (calculate 20% of the remaining
amount available)
Available fresh water that is not polluted, trapped in soil, too far
below ground, etc. (calculate 0.5% of the remaining amount available)

Every five years, the United States Geological Survey
(USGS) compiles data to understand how much water
was used by diverse water users in the United States. This
information assists water managers in planning for present
and future water needs by understanding how water
resources are used throughout the nation.
In 2015, the USGS estimated the following:
• Total withdrawals were 322,000 million gallons per day
• Fresh water withdrawals were 87 percent of the total
• Surface water supplied 73 percent of all withdrawal

0.6%

0.003%

DIRECTIONS: On a separate sheet of paper, use the
information in the chart below to represent water use in
the United States in 2015 in a way that is graphically
interesting. For example, create a pie chart, bar graph
or other graphic. To see how the USGS represented
this information, follow this link https://pubs.usgs.gov/
fs/2018/3035/fs20183035.pdf and review their bulletin,
“Summary of Estimated Water Use in the United States in
2015.”

Water User

% of Water
Use

Number of gallons used (million
gallons per day or Mgal/day)

Public Supply

11

39,200

Domestic

1

26,600

Irrigation

37

118,000

Livestock

1

2,000

Aquaculture

2

7,550

Industrial

5

114,800

Mining

1

4,000

Thermoelectric Power*

41

133,000

*Very large volumes of water are needed for cooling thermoelectric power plants. For more information
about thermoelectric power and water use, refer to the full USGS “Summary of Estimated Water Use in
the United States in 2015” report cited above.
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